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ACTIVITY 26

Complete the crossword puzzle using the words  and clues on the 
following page.

Across

hazardous | championship | kindergarten | authority | eventually | knowledge | incorporate | interruption
saxophone | bacterium | quarrel | picturesque | ignorance | interrogation | improvise | patriotic | insistence
opposition | versatile | impressive

Down
1. Risky; dangerous
3. To stop something from happening for a short

period of time
4.  A very small and simple organism 
5. Able to be used for many purposes
6. To include something as part of something larger
7. A nursery school
9. Admired or respected because of special skills or 

 abilities
10. A competition to find the best 

player or team in a sport or game
11. After an unspecified period of time or an 

especially long delay
12. When you say firmly that something is true
14. Facts, information and skills acquired through

experience or education
16. An angry disagreement between

two or more people or groups

2. Showing love for your country
6. Lack of knowledge or information
8.  The power to tell people what they 

must do
13. A large number or wide range of 

something
15. (Of a place) attractive in appearance, 

especially in an old-fashioned way
17. The team or person being played against
18. To invent or make something when it is

needed without already having planned it
19. A metal musical instrument that is 

played  by blowing into it
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Find the hidden spelling words and circle them. They are written from left to right and top to 
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incinerate 
 

questionnaire confidence  introductory  

guarantee  
 

gymnasium  treasurer cinnamon   

atmosphere  
 

deploy upholstery Magnolia  

reassess 
 

monstrosity gangrene  obelisk 

Infrastructure 
  

weird  municipality paramount  

incinerate questionnaire confidence introductory

guarantee gymnasium treasurer cinnamon

atmosphere deploy upholstery Magnolia

reassess monstrosity gangrene obelisk

infrastructure weird municipality paramount
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